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Our Golf Scorecard – Privacy policy 
 

Policy 

Our Golf scorecard take your privacy very seriously. We do NOT sell any of the personal data 

you enter in any of our apps and website. Neither do we collect any data from your devices 

without your knowledge. 

 

Who? 

Our Golf Scorecard is produced and distributed by René Olesen, Nr.sundby, Denmark. We 

therefore comply with both Danish and European legislation. 

If you need to get in contact with us please write an email to info@ourgolfscorecard.com 

 

Which data is used? 

Our Golf Scorecard is a webapp used when playing golf. Hence data related to your game and 

rounds will be stored on your account. If you have no PRO-account, data is only stored on your 

own phone/device. If you do create a PRO-account then all data needed to recreate your 

statistics inside the app is stored on our servers. This includes all created players and their bag-

stats and all rounds data. 

Location data is required for certain parts of this app. In almost all situations your location is 

not even send to our servers. Only when you start a new live tournament is your location 

anonymously stored with the tournament. The reason for this is that players can only 

participate in tournaments nearby to where you are located. 

Players bags data includes location data for statistics of shot hit. This data is though only used 

to measure distances for those shots. 

 

Statistics 

We do collect statistics for usage of our apps, websites and rounds played. But data is totally 

anonymized before being saved in our database. 

To monitor usage of our website www.ourgolfscorecard.com we use Google Analytics with IP-

anonymization enabled. 

 

Deletion of data 

You are always entitled to have all our data about you deleted from our servers. Please note 

that if you have no PRO-account we do not have any personalized data about you. If you do 

have an account, you can simply write to info@ourgolfscorecard.com informing the email to 

which your account was created, and we will delete all of your app-data on our servers. 

 

3rd parties 

As mentioned earlier we use Google Analytics to monitor anonymized usage of our website. 

For Course Editor and in rounds view when entering satellite view of course, we use Google 

Maps or Bing Maps depending on your settings inside the app. Hence Google or Microsoft will 

store cookies on your device also. 

You can read more about Googles data collection here 

https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt000000001L5AAI&status=Active 

 


